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WHEN YOU FIND TRUE NORTH,
YOU FIND EVERYTHING ELSE.
A BESPOKE PLACE FOR REST,
SHARED BY A SPECIAL FEW.
SPACES FOR GATHERING,
WHERE THE CITY
COMES TO THE TABLE.
THE PERFECT LAUNCHPAD
FOR EXPLORING
THE WORLD BEYOND.
THERE IS ONE PLACE WHERE
YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL.

North at 707 Elizabeth Street.

A sunlit space
not shared by many
Unlike many other Green Square developments, North is a haven of just 35 boutique apartments,
making it an exclusive and personable place to live. Influenced by its location, North’s aesthetic
elegantly brings together the neighbourhood’s urban character with lush echoes of the nearby park.
While all north-facing apartments are naturally blessed with light, this is one of those rare buildings
where every single apartment intelligently captures and makes the most of the sun.
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Inner city living
with space
to spare
A sanctuary within
Green Square.
You’re perfectly positioned for café brunches,
cultural adventures of every sort. Not to

For solitude or gathering.

mention numerous parks, fitness amenities

North is built around a courtyard for residents

and the public library. Every Green Square

to share. It’s the perfect place to meet your

convenience is yours. But when it all gets

neighbours or to relax in its lush, tropical

too much, North is your retreat from the city,

gardens. Meanwhile, up on the rooftop terrace

without having to leave the city.

you will find a kitchen garden and barbecue

spontaneous trips anywhere, nights out and

A contemporary
interpretation.

area. Bask in the accomplishment of growing
your own herbs and vegetables, have friends
over for dinner or find a quiet corner to
contemplate views of the city. It’s up to you.

Standing on the site of a 1930s brick building,
structure, a feature that beautifully balances

The best views are green.

the more angular forms of its balconies. The

Many of the apartments in North have a balcony

warm brick of the previous façade has been

overlooking the green oasis of Waterloo Park,

reinterpreted as an iridescent copper-coloured

and a select few apartments have their own

frame that wraps the building.

private rooftop terrace.

North borrows its rounded corner from that
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Transport

Shopping

Education

Parks

Other

1.

3. Green Square Town Centre

6. UNSW

9. Moore Park

12. SCG

4. East Village Shopping Centre

7.

10. Centennial Park

5. Danks Street Precinct

8. University of Sydney

13. Gunyama Park Aquatic and
Recreation Centre

Green Square Station

2. Central Station

UTS

11. Waterloo Park

6

3.5 km
from
North

13

1.0 km
from
North

14. Green Square Library and Plaza
15. Sydney CBD
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The residences
North takes every advantage of the natural light, with good-sized rooms
and generous 2.7m ceilings in bedrooms and living areas. European Smeg
appliances come standard in each North residence, while quality fixtures and
finishes create a timeless look that will draw compliments for years to come.
All residences in North have access to a shared rooftop garden.
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01Bedroom

02 Bedroom

A well-proportioned bedroom and modern kitchen with meals area provide an

North’s two-bedroom residences also feature two bathrooms, so you can have

easy introduction to inner city living. Its airy sense of space is rarely found in a

a flatmate or guest while still maintaining your privacy. For those who like

one-bedroom residence. Your own basement storage locker is the ideal place

entertaining, the island bench creates a focal point in the kitchen and ample

to keep that essential inner city accessory – your bike.

workspace allows you to cook for dinner parties.
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03 Bedroom

02&03 Bedroom

+ private rooftop terrace

Big living spaces and a vibrant inner city lifestyle come together in North’s three-bedroom

These residences, very limited in number, are for those who want to make the most

residences. These apartments feature oversized balconies, accessible from both the main

of inner city living. They include all the features of standard North residences plus

living area, as well as from the master bedroom.

access to their own rooftop terrace and sunny, northerly views. In the summer,
it’s the perfect place for a drink with friends as the sun goes down.
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Kitchen gardens with a view

A heaping dose of leafy things

For garden to table enthusiasts, the shared space on North’s rooftop garden will

When the excitement of the city needs countering, the rooftop garden is a perfect

be planted with herbs and citrus trees. Meet your neighbours up here and tend the

place to recharge. Read a book, laze in the sun or have friends over for a barbecue.

garden together, swap recipes and enjoy the city stretched out in front of you.

The trees and views welcome you.
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02
DETAILS
& FITTINGS

Befitting an urban retreat of the highest standard,
every surface and fixture within your North
residence is exceedingly well-made.

Throughout, warm neutral tones dominate,
while copper detailing brings sophistication
and timelessness to interior communal spaces.
The warm greys continue into each residence,
where wood and stone create interest with
contrasting textures.
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Brass fixtures in the kitchen and bathroom are a

The light scheme.

The dark scheme.

classic choice, and are the perfect foil for stone

Your bronze kitchen island becomes the

Here, a kitchen island clad in brushed

countertops and splashbacks. Seamless cabinetry

centre of attention, while combinations

pewter lends moodiness, while darker

in living spaces maximise precious storage and

of white, grey stone and joinery complete

timber, black stone and deep greys

provide surfaces to be used as shelves or desks.

the overall feeling of breeziness

throughout the residence come together

throughout the residence.

to create an air of urban luxury.
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A weekend
in Green Square

PARK LAND

The greater Green Square area, incorporating
Waterloo, Alexandria, Zetland, Beaconsfield
and Rosebery, is fast becoming Sydney’s
centre of design and culture, on a formal and

cafés and restaurants available.

and pick out the artist you think is going to

5

be the next big thing. Then walk into Studio
RAGLAN ST

space reaches capacity, the shutters come
down, making you feel like you’re in a secret
warehouse party.

Saturday 8am
Local, regional,
fresh as can be.

fit in a jaffa cake – reimagined as a perfectly
E

symmetrical French patisserie with milk

dream pastry at Textbook Boulangerie

in the Carriageworks Farmers Market (245

Patisserie (274 Botany Rd, Alexandria).

L
IB

ST

D

AN

chocolate mousse and sponge spiked with

pancake at the Billy Kwong stall, located

M

10

Wilson St, Everleigh). The market inhabits a

6

resoling and have a massage while you wait.

12

East Village (4 Defries Ave, Zetland) is a

RD
AN

great place to tick items off your to-do list.

IO

The best part is the design, which is inspired
RD

by the Chelsea Market, New York and the

BO

UR
KE

Borough Market, London.
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RD

Saya stall for legendary, handmade butter.

Grab some groceries, drop the shoes off for

BOT
ANY

of organic sourdough fruit bread and the Pepe

13

11
GREEN
SQUARE

RD

forget to stop by the La Tartine stall for a loaf

Saturday 2.30pm
Afternoon errands.

O’
R

and coffee on Saturday mornings. Don’t

RIBUT
OR

8

morning’s market visit, but you can definitely

mandarin. You can thank us later. Find your

but now showcases artisanal produce, food

ST

ST
VOY

MCE

You might still be a little stuffed from this

Come for the free tastings, stay for the duck

space that was once the Everleigh rail yard

KE

Saturday 2pm
Butter, sugar,
spectacular.

ELIZAB

D

intimate, it’s the place to have a glass of wine

UR

Interiors.

ETH ST

Mangan (8 Danks St, Waterloo). Casual and

YR

Highlights – The Country Trader and Exhibit

4

BO

St, Waterloo), an interior designer’s dream.

ST

3

Next, head to the PYD Building (197 Young

Ease into the weekend at Mojo by Luke

(or two) over a few sharing plates. When the

2

work of independent jewellery makers.

TAN
BO

Friday 8pm
Tapas in a warehouse.

20/17 (also at 2 Danks St) and admire the

PHILLIP

RN DIS
T

Pop into Utopia Art (2 Danks St, Waterloo)

1

EASTE

saying that you are spoiled by the number of

and industrial spaces are being taken over

9

NT
ST

by creative and tech studios. It goes without

Saturday 12pm
Scout the talent.

every other day, the district’s warehouses

REG
E

informal level. While new street art pops up

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Carriageworks
Devon on Danks
Utopia Arts
Mojo by Luke Mangan
Kepos Street Kitchen
Mecca Alexandria
Grounds of Alexandria
Textbook Boulangerie
Arcadia Liquors
Green Square Station
Green Square Library
Green Square Aquatic Centre
East Village Shopping Centre

Saturday 6pm
Pre-show feed.
You should be hungry by now. Sõ9 (1/18
Danks St, Waterloo) splits the restaurant’s
unique U shape into three stations for each
of the restaurant’s specialties. Part one is a
Vietnamese hawker stall with rice paper rolls
and banh mi. Part two serves up all manner of
noodle soups and part three is the banh xeo

Sunday 10am
Breakfast barbecue?
Why not.
Clear the cobwebs at the Grounds of

(savoury pancake) station and bar.

Alexandria (Building 7, 2 Huntley St, Alexandria)

Saturday 8.30pm
Live art for dessert.

like their maple bacon, free range egg, tomato

It’s back to Carriageworks. Not just a farmers’

while you sip your coffee.

with an order from the barbecue! We especially
relish and tabasco aioli roll. Once you’ve
silenced your grumbling stomach, admire the
converted warehouse space and riotous garden

market, it is a multi-venue space for theatre,
music, dance parties and festivals the rest

that defy regular description. See what’s on at

Sunday 11.30am
Walk, cycle or just sun.

carriageworks.com.au

The neighbourhood is not lacking in green

of the week. Audience participation is
sometimes encouraged, with performances

spaces. There’s Waterloo Park on your

Saturday 10pm
Sydney’s first distillery
since 1835.

doorstep, or, a few minutes further, Sydney

The Archie Rose Distilling Co. (85 Dunning

love. Just lie on the grass and enjoy the sun.

Park. Just look for its iconic chimneys, a
reminder of the brickworks that used to
occupy the spot. With over 40 green open
spaces in the area, you’ll definitely find one to

Ave, Rosebery) crafts their own white rye
whisky, gin and vodka. All are surprisingly
smooth, and are meant for sipping. But
not everyone wants straight spirits, so
there are also cocktails on offer, made with
handcrafted soda and syrups.
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Gunyama Park Aquatic and Recreation Centre: image courtesy of City of Sydney and Andrew Burges Architects with Grimshaw and TLC

Artist’s impression

Green Square
North’s neighbourhood
Once Sydney’s oldest industrial district, Green Square is the city’s first new planned town
centre in over 100 years. With a mix of heritage buildings and potential architectural
icons, it is already developing into a community of vibrant character – a perfect setting
for living, working and everything in between. Encompassing parts of Waterloo,
Alexandria, Zetland, Beaconsfield and Rosebery, Green Square will contain green open
spaces, town squares, a world-class aquatic centre, a plethora of transport connections
and public art that interprets the neighbourhood’s history and culture.
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Travelling made easy
Living at North means having a complete selection of transport options.
The neighbourhood is already served by the Green Square Train Station,
which is just one stop to Central and two stops to the airport.
Buses run along Elizabeth Street, stopping right in front of North.

Cyclists will find that the Bourke St Cycleway links greater Green Square
with Central in just 15 minutes. Meanwhile, plans are being made for a
future light rail connection between Green Square and the city. And if you
really must drive, the CBD and airport are a mere 4.0km away.

Two stops by train

12 min

By car

15 min

Cycling via Bourke St. Cycleway

16 min

CBD

By bus

26 min
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The creators of North

Sydney Realty Group
Developer

Turner
Architect

Turf Design
Landscape Architect

Disclaimer
This brochure has been prepared for marketing purposes only. The information in this
brochure including all images, colours, photographs and details of fixtures and fittings
are a guide only and are not intended to be an accurate representation of the property,
the local amenity or the lifestyle available at the property and in the local area.
All views depicted are generic and are not intended to represent specific views from
specific properties.

Sydney Realty Group has a long and successful

Design is seen as a collaborative process,

A dynamic design practice, Turf Design Studio

track record with large residential projects

generating built environments that both serve

takes pride in creating meaningful, human-scaled

in Sydney. Its focus is on delivering quality

their purpose well and bring delight to their

places that improve the quality of community

apartments and complete real estate services

occupants. The methodology for each project

life. Their blended knowledge of urban design,

to its clients for the longer term. Services

is to uncover the particulars of the site and its

landscape architecture, environment, community

include the initial sales process, property

context, to thoroughly interrogate the brief

and infrastructure makes their practice unique

management and resale. The future will involve

and to understand the processes required

in connecting people and place. For North, their

delivering more projects like North so that

for the building to come into being. Turner

vision is to create a landscape that fulfills the

it can continue providing the level of quality

always remains aware that a project’s context

desires of those who use it – whether for work or

demanded by its clients.

includes the social, cultural, economic and

play. Their most prominent urban living projects

Only representatives made by the vendor or its solicitor that are in writing and are
included in the contract for sale may be relied upon by purchasers.

environmental as well as the physical. It is

include One Central Park, DUO, Connor and

Only representations made by our agents that are confirmed in writing by the vendor or its
solicitor and are included in the contract for sale may be relied upon by purchasers.

important to them that their buildings have

The Steps, all located within the award-winning

qualities that remain relevant over time.

Central Park precinct.

AGENT DECLARES INTEREST.
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The building has not yet been constructed and images of it and the apartments in this
brochure are computer generated images that have been prepared by an artist and is not
intended to be relied on as an accurate representative of the property upon completion.
The terms of the sale contract apply in this regard.
All furniture and decorations shown in any images are generic only and are not included
in the sale of any property.
Purchasers must rely on their own enquiries about all information contained in this
brochure. The information in this brochure is subject to change without notice.
The availability of the properties for sale is at our sole discretion. The information
in this brochure and other marketing material provided to you does not constitute an
offer for the sale of any property capable of acceptance. This brochure and its contents
do not form part of any contract of sale.

707 Elizabeth Street
Waterloo
NSW 2017

